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That was NOT easy (getting back onto the bike after illness)

	

Last time I was on my bike was... riding home Wednesday, leaving a bit early because starting at 4pm I knew something wasn't quite

right and put on a mask. I lasted another hour and a half before heading out the door, feeling flattened. And that was the best I was

going to feel for quite some time.

Becky and Kevin had brought something back from a Las Vegas concert they attended (When We Were Young) and it took out

everyone in sight. We tested, multiple times, to see if it was Covid. Was not. Most likely either flu or RSV. Until Saturday I couldn't

even remember what it was like to feel ok, much less good. We actually closed the shop Thursday & Friday and reopened Saturday

with a skeleton staff. While I was kinda ok on Saturday, being on my feet all day took its toll; Sunday I was just getting by.

Thankfully Monday I felt quite a whole lot better, better enough to think I could do a regular ride again this morning (I did commute

by bike to and from work on Monday; wasn't easy, but had to resume life again right?).

Tuesday morning came around and wow, how much darker it got at 6:50am than just a week ago! I prepared for cold with a pretty

hefty base layer and made sure the heated gloves were fully charged, but Kevin said PurpleAir was showing 52F up on top, so it

didn't sound that bad.

A bit out of the routine, we started out a few minutes late (not as if we've had many waiting for us at the start of the ride for a while,

and ex-Pilot Kevin had already mentioned he wouldn't be showing because he had a really tough ride the day prior). Just trying to

drag myself up over Jefferson had me questioning Life, The Universe, and Everything... all at once. I've never ridden so poorly. My

lungs could not adjust to the change in temp from the house to outside, and instead of things warming up as we approached Kings, it

got colder! How cold? 38.6F I think I saw.

I was barely able to get 150 watts at first. Kevin was wondering how far we'd get before I had to turn around and head back down

the hill, it was that bad. There was an assumption that we'd just be riding to the top and back down, but when I managed to get to the

top pretty much at exactly 40 minutes, it was decided that we'd keep going and head back down 84. Skipping the West Old LaHonda

segment, sure, but today, it was a miracle just making it to the top.

It's going to be a struggle getting back into shape, especially as it's getting colder by the day. But it's encouraging that I didn't give

up, I kept on going. And I didn't ride my age for time. 40 minutes is a lot better than 67 would have been! I figure the riding-my-age

thing might be ok if I make it to 90.

--Mike--
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